009 - The New Savvy Adventures

By JourneyJay
EXT. CITY AREA 3 - DAY

Rotating around two persons, we watch the beginning of a battle between Axe Murder Boyz and G-Mo Skee, rappers from Majik Ninja Entertainment:

G-MO SKEE
You think you can take on the filth?!?!?

The Axe Murder Boyz simply give a look like, "yeah, right". They then proceed to burn G-Mo with a 2 minute continuous rap as the camera editing switches to a music video style.

G-Mo is physically sunburnt from the performance and goes to roast back for a consecutive 2 minute performance of his own, after a remark:

G-MO SKEE
(Calm. Collected.)
Oh wow, that really burns.

After the performance:

REVEAL CAR

4:20:04

INT. MNE CAR - DAY

Contained in the car are JourneyJay 8, Ricky Story, Twiztid, and Blaze Ya Dead Homie. They are watching the showdown:

JOURNEYJAY 8
Wasn't that great?

BLAZE YA DEAD HOMIE
Hell yeah.

RICKY STORY
I wish Kristen Stewart was here to see this.

Monoxide notices:

MONOXIDE
Suprise suprise.

EXT. CITY AREA 3 - DAY

Kristen Stewart walks up and she produces a trophy...two
trophies of equal value and awards both G-Mo Skee and Axe Murder Boyz with contracts to be a part of something, which they both sign using tables which are just suddenly there.

The car comes down and Blaze steps out.

BLAZE YA DEAD HOMIE
Welcome to the party!

JOURNEYJAY 8
I brought the sandwiches.

The Northwest Fresh, a hiphop and R&B group, walks up onto a stage to perform. While approaching the stage, they fist bump members of 1320 Vision Music Group, a record label, who are at the party. Marquis, a member of The Northwest Fresh speaks briefly to Marcus James, head of 1320 Vision Music Group. During the dialog, visual ques show exactly who is part of 1320 Music Group and how The Northwest Fresh was a part of but is now independent of the group:

MARQUIS
No hard feelings?

MARCUS JAMES
This is good for everybody.

Plantman and Wordsmith fly up, through an invisible portal and land safely. Marcus James, head of the music group is in the video and a guest of the party.

During this performance:

PLANTMAN
Look what you've done.

After Performance:

The darkness spreading from ALLA XUL ELU reaches the party.

6:44:00

PERFORMANCE BY ALLA XUL ELU || 2 MINUTES

During this performance:

People are corrupted by the evil and turn against the mighty heroes of The Underground Avengers, who appear and fight them off.

8:44:00
IMMEDIATELY AFTER:

PERFORMANCE BY THE UNDERGROUND AVENGERS || 2 MINUTES

During this performance:

All is supposedly lost.

FADE OUT.